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We study the effect of quantum fluctuations in a $' field theory using a Hartree-type approximation. We
reduce the operator field equations into a set of coupled c-number (infinite in number) equations. We show

that these equations can also be derived from a variational principle. We carry out the renormalization

procedure in the one-dimensional theory in detail and demonstrate how the renormalization can be done in a
fashion consistent with the Hartree approximation. We then apply the technique to study the effective

potential and the stability of the vacuum. We find that the abnormal vacuum is unstable as the coupling
becomes strong, and a transition between the abnormal (($)~) and the normal (($)= 0) vacua occurs in

both the one- and the three-dimensional theory. A generalization of the theory to include internal symmetries

is briefly outlined.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recently, several groups have studied the nature
of relativistic field theories and the possible struc-
ture of hadrons using nonperturbative methods. ' '
These studies are important in view of the fact that
the usual perturbation theory failed to supply use-
ful guides in hadron physics. In the MIT bag mod-
el, ' hadrons are described as fundamental con-
stituents (e.g. , guarks) trapped inside a cavity,
known as a bag. In this model, the bag is put in by
hand. In the SLAC model. ,

' the hadrons are bound
states of fundamental fermion fields (quarks) in-
teracting with a scalar & field. The expectation
value of v changes in the region of a hadron and
produces a baglike (more precisely, a shell-like)
solution in the strong-coupling limit. At the mo-
ment, their calculation is mainly classical. The
effect of quantum fluctuations of both the & field
and the fermion fields have not been taken into
account in computing the bag solution. It is im-
portant to know if the basic structure of the solu-
tions is modified, or if the (o') &0 ground state in

which the bags are formed is stable in the strong-
coupling limit. We shall supply partial answers to
these questions.

In this and the subsequent papers, we investigate
the effect of the quantum fluctuations in a self-
interacting scalar field. We choose to study the
tIJ)4 field theory which is the simplest nontrivial
self-interacting field theory. To study the quan-
tum fluctuations, we make use of a technique
which is a generalization of the self-consistent
Hartree approximation. ' Aside from the problem
of renormalization, the Hartree approximation
is well developed in nonrelativistic many-body
physics. To test the accuracy of the approxima-
tion and to introduce the mathematics, we first
apply our method to an anharmonic oscillator

whose numerical solutions are known. We find
to our surprise that the self-consistent Hartree
approximation leads to a ground-state energy
which is within 2% of the exact answer for the full
range of the coupling constant. This indicates
that our approximation may have a validity even
in the strong-coupling limit.

We then apply the Hartree method to the Q' the-
ory and reduce the operator field equations into an
infinite set of coupled e-number equations. The
quantum fluctuations and various wave functions
can be determined self-consistently. The problem
can also be formulated as a variational principle.

In the remainder of this paper, we concentrate
on the stability of the ground state. Without the
quantum fluctuations, the vacuum state can be de-
termined trivially by minimizing the classical
Hamiltonian. With quantum fluctuations, the situa-
tion is more complicated. The quantum fluctua-
tion leads to a divergent effective potential. This
divergence must be removed by renormalizations.
Fortunately, in the field theory of one space and

one time dimension, the renormalization procedure
developed by Dashen, Hasslacher, and Neveu' can
be applied to our problem. We demonstrate in
detail how this can be done ina fashion consistent
with the Hartree approximation. A possible gen-
eralization of the renormalization procedure with
the Hartree approximation to three space dimen-
sions and one time dimension is outlined, but its
self-consistency has not been verified. Using
these renormalization procedures, we are able to
study the energy density associated with various
ground states. We show that, as the coupling be-
comes strong enough, a transition between the
abnormal (i.e. , (Q) = c &0) and the normal ((Q) = 0)
vacua occurs in both the one-dimensional and the
three-dimensional theory.

In subsequent papers, ' we will study the effect
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of quantum fluctuation on the one-particle state.
We will demonstrate in the one-mode approxima-
tion that the one-particle state does create a bag-
like configuration through self-interaction. The
size of the bag increases as the coupling strength
becomes stronger. The translational and Galilean
invariance of these baglike solutions will be dem-
onstrated.

II. A SIMPLE EXAMPLE

In this paper, we shall apply a generalized Har-
tree approximation to relativistic field theory. To
illustrate the method, we apply the approximation
to a quantum harmonic oscillator which represents
the simplest Q4-type interaction and whose num-
erical solution is known. " Following the notation
of Bender and Wu, "the Hamiltonian of an anhar-
monic oscillator can be written as

H=p +~ x'+g Ax

with the usual commutator relation

(2.1)

(2.2)

The unperturbed part of ff in (2.1}describes a par-
ticle of mass p. = 2 moving in a harmonic well with
frequency (d, = 1. Heisenberg's equation of motion
for this anharmonic system is

or

2n + 1

n
(2.8)

6X(x'&„'+(x'&„'—(2n+1)' =0 . (2.9)

Once (x')„and v„are known, we can compute the
nth energy eigenvalue as

E„=(n+-,') (u„——,'X(x')„' . (2.10)

The first term in (2.10) can be interpreted as the
nth energy eigenvalue for the induced harmonic
oscillator. At first sight, the secondterm ——', X(x')',
is puzzling. It appears to imply a negative con-
tribution from the interaction term H~ =-,'A. x4.
After a little work we can demonstrate that this is
not true because e„also contains a ~ dependence.
In fact, the &u term in (2.10) always increases with
~ fast enough to make the total contribution of H&

positive. To see it, we compute the ~„and E„ to
O(X) explicitly:

for the nth eigenstate. Now, we impose the self-
consistency requirement that (x') introduced in
(2.4) [or in (2.5)] is the same (x')„as obtained in
(2.8). From (2.7) and (2.8), we can solve for (x')„
and ~„self consistently. In particular, (x')„obeys
a cubic equation

x +x+2k x' =0 . (2.3} u„= 1 + 3(2n + 1) A + 0 (A.'), (2.11)
It is the nonlinear nature of the A. x' term in (2.3}
which makes the theory nonsolvable analytically.
To give an approximate solution to (2.1) or (2.3),
we approximate the interaction term in (2.1) by"

and

=(n+-,') &u ——,'A(2n+ I)'+O(A') . (2.12b)

E„=(n+2) + —,'X(2n+ I)'+O(A') (2.12a)

x'- 6 (x'& x' —3 (x')', (2.4)

or, equivalently, the x' term in (2.3) by

x'-3(x') x . (2.5)

This is a Hartree-type approximation. In (2.4)
and (2.5), we have kept the lowest-order quantum
fluctuations in the corresponding terms. Note that
(x) =0 for all energy eigenstates, and that (x')
=(x') —(x)' is indeed the quantum fluctuation.
Under this approximation, we can reduce the an-
harmonic oscillator to a harmonic oscillator,

Indeed, the additional contribution to E„ is positive
if we express the result in terms of the unper-
turbed frequency ~, =1. It appears to be negative
only if we express our result in terms of the per-
turbed frequency co. This is a rather trivial point,
but it will emerge again in the field theory calcu-
lation.

To estimate the accuracy of our approximation,
we compare our results with the exact numerical
calculation carried out by Schwartz and Simon. '
For the ground-state energy E„our result agrees
with the exact numerical result to within 2' for
the full range of ~ between 0 and ~." In particu-
lar, as ~-~, our result predicts

=p'+ —' u'x' ——'&(x'&'

with frequency

(2.6) E (P) = —' (61)' ' = 0.68142 X' '

while the exact answer is

[E,(A)], = 0.66799 X' ~' .
~' = I + 6P. (x '& (2.7)

From (2.6), we can in turn compute the expectation
value of x'. Using the virial theorem, we have

The agreement is even better for smaller ~, and
our result gives the exact answer as X-0. The
agreement is less impressive for the higher ex-
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III. THE MODEL

The theory that we study in this paper is a self-
interacting (I)' model

& = k (sp 0)' —4 g(A' —c')' (3.1)

We restrict ourselves to c' &0, g&0 even though

our method is applicable to e'&0 as well. The
Hamiltonian density associated with 2 in (3.1) is

cited states. However, even in these cases, our
method gives the correct n and A dependence with
a coefficient which is always within 20$ of the
true value.

In the next section, we shall generalize our
method to the field-theory calculation. Judging
from the excellent agreement in the anharmonic
oscillator calculation, we anticipate that our ap-
proximation should give a qualitatively correct
picture for the ground state as well as for states
with a small number of particles (i.e., with small
occupation number).

Obviously, the separation (3.4) is not unique. It

depends on the particular reference state
~
) with

which we compute the expectation value. The refer-
ence state may be a vacuum state, a one-particle
state, etc. The choice of the reference state is
based on the particular problem that we are inves-
tigating.

In order to solve (3.3), we make the Hartree-
type approximation

(3.7)

In (3.7}, an extra term 2&/)' is subtracted to ac-
count for &4))WO. In terms of Q, and P„(3.7) is
equivalent to two relations:

(3.8)

(3 9)

Indeed, (3.8) and (3.9) include the lowest-order
quantum fluctuations characterizing the Hartree
approximation. A similar approximation can be
made for P,' as mentioned in the previous section.

Under these approximations, we have

Sc =-,' j'+-,'(vy)'+ g(4' —c'}'. (3.2) (3.10)

A. Field equations

From (3.1), we obtain the field equation

& Q+g(Q' —c ) /=0 . (3.3)

Unlike the x in an anharmonic oscillator, P usually
has a nonvanishing expectation value. We ean
separate &t) into a c-number part Q, and an oper-
ator part P, through

(3.4)

It is easy to see that, as a classical system, the

ground state of (S.2) is located at P' = c'. A sys-
tem in which the ground state is associated with

a particular value of P, say (t) = c, is known to have

a spontaneously broken symmetry. (Here, the

broken symmetry is P- —p. ) We shall refer to
the quantum-mechanical analog of this ground

state as an abnormal vacuum while the ground

state associated with Q =0 will be referred to as
the normal vacuum. We shall investigate the ef-
fect of quantum fluctuations on the stability of
this abnormal vacuum. For simplicity, we shall
start with a real field P, and ignore temporarily
the need for renormalization. The introduction
of internal symmetries and renormalizations
will be discussed later.

P, = Q[g(x) ' "' „+q„(x)e ' 'a„], (3.13)

where the c-number wave functions g„(i{„*)form a
complete set of eigenstates, obeying

—(u„'q„—&'q„+g(3$,' —c'+3&/, '))$„=0 (3.14)

with positive eigenenergy &„. The creation and
annihilation operators are time independent, and

satisfy the usual commutator relations

[a, a]= [at, a']= 0,

[a„,at, ]= 5„„,.

(3.15)

(3.16)

The wave functions are normalized by

2(gp„dx g~. x) g„x) = 5„i„.

Equation (3.10) can be separated into two equations

s'y, +g(p, ' —c')p, +Sg&y, ')$, =0, (3.11)

O'P, +g(SQ,' —c')P, +Sg&P,'}P,=0. (3.12}

Equation (3.11) is a c-number equation, and (3.12)
is linear in the field operator P, . It is now possi-
ble to expand Q, as combinations of creation and

annihilation operators

with

and

(3.5)

(3.6)

Equations (3.11)-(3.17) are valid for a given se-
paration Q = Q, + Q, . It is important to note that

p„Q„g„(g„*),and a„(at) all depend on the parti-
cular choice of the reference state from which we

have made the separation. Wave functions as-
sociated with different reference states are usual-
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ly not orthogonal to each other.
The numerical value of the matrix element (P,'),

of course, does depend on the particular reference
state. For a vacuum reference state, we have

H„= dg P, , +V, ~ V(t),

+g(&' ~)4.0, +g0, 0.'], (3.25b)

and

P, =(Q) = constant,

a„[)=0, all n,

(3.18}

(3.19)

and

Hq= dx p (qt}~ +~ VQ

& 4.'(x}&=g 0.*(x}0.(x) (3.20)

We always assume that the operators P, in P,(x)'
are multiplied symmetrically. Since we shall com-
pare the energy of states associated with different
vacua, the concept of normal products is neither
unique nor useful here. For an arbitrary n-par-
ticle reference state with occupation number
(N„N„. . . , ), we have

+ 2 g(3$,' —c')4,'+-,' gy, ']. (3.25c)

0 '-6(0 '&0 ' —3&0 ')' (3.26)

as in Eq. (2.4). Under these approximations and
with the help of (3.11) and (3.12}, we have

In the decomposition (3.24), H, is the Hamiltonian
for the classical field Q„H„ is odd in p„andH,
is even in ((t), . In order to reproduce the coupled
equations (3.11) and (3.12), we approximate P,' by
Eq. (3.9) and P,' by

(0,')=2 p (N. + 2) e.*(}. (3.21)

= lim iGz(x —x'), (3.22)

where Q~ is the causal Green's function defined by

[s„'+g(3&,' —c'+ 3(P,'))]G~(x —x') = —5'(x —x')

(3.23)

Given the reference state, Eqs. (3.11), (3.14), and
(3.21) lead to a set of coupled c-number equations.
These equations can, in principle, be solved. In

practice, however, this is a formidable problem.
In the next section, we shall formulate our prob-
lem in terms of a variational principle. It is
sometimes possible to find the solution by guess-
ing an appropriate trial function.

For the vacuum reference state, it is convenient
to express (Q,') as

((}),'(x))= lim T((l),(x)g, (x'))

H„= dg f,P, +V f3'},Vy,

+[ ~4) +g(P c )0 +3g((t) )(I) ](}),}

(3.27)

and

)I, = I (ata„-', ) „—-', fd*((p')'. (,3.28)

The existence of the cross term H„ is expected by
the consistency of our quantization scheme. With
this H„ term, we can show in a straightforward
fashion that Heisenberg's equations of motion are
valid for both the original Hamiltonian with vari-
able Q, and the new Hamiltonian with variable p, :

f[H, Q]= P, (3.29a)

[H, i]=i, (3.29b)

and a similar equation on x'. Equations (3.22) and
(3.23} lead to a conceptually more transparent
and also a simpler way to determine (P,') self-
consistently.

'IHa 4'e]=Pe

f[H„y,]= y, .
(3.30a)

(3.30b)

B. Hamiltonian

Under the splitting (YI}
= P, + P„we can decompose

the Hamiltonian H into three parts according to

H„serves as the generator for the canonical trans-
formation P- P, .

Now, we can compute the energy associated with
the reference state. It is given by

H=H, +H, +H, ,

where

(3.24)
E =([Hl)

c~ +2 Vpc) + 4g 4c —c

Hc= && ~ 4c'+~ V4c +~g 4c'-c''
~ Q()(.+ l) .--:.fd*(I(.'I) . (3.31)

(3.25a) Note that H„does not contribute to the energy E
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because it is linear in the creation and annihila-
tion operators. X„ is the occupation number as-
sociated with ata„. All three terms in (3.31) have
a simple interpretation. The first term is obvious-
ly the energy due to the classical field (II),. The
second term, ~(N„+ &)&u„, represents the quantum

energy due to all the normal modes, including the
zero-point energy. If the reference state is a vac-
uum, then all N„=O and me have the familiar re-
sult for the zero-point energy —,P&u„. As we have
demonstrated for the anharmonic oscillator, the
last term arises from the nonharmonic nature of
the mode oscillations, and is a general feature of
the P4-type interaction system.

C. Variational principle

Even though we have reduced our quantum-mech-
anical problem into a set of c-number equations,
it is still too complicated to solve these equations
in general. It is usually much simpler to solve
for &u„and (((„ with a given &P, . We can then obtain
from (3.14), (3.21), and (3.31) the quantities v„,
g„, and E as functionals of Q, . Of course, the
question remains as to what determines the cor-
rect choice of Q, . Here, me shall answer this
question by finding the correct tII), as a solution
to a variational problem. The following variation-
al principle holds.

Lemma: A time-independent solution (t(,(x) for
a given reference state can be obtained by mini-
mizing the total energy E [as given in (3.31)] as-
sociated with this reference state.

In other words, the requirement

(3.32)

will reproduce the field equation (3.11) for p, .
When there is more than one solution, the mini-

mization condition is replaced by the stationary
condition also specified by (3.32). The proof of
this variational principle is straightforward. We
leave it as an Appendix.

A time-dependent solution P, can be obtained
from a time-independent solution by a Lorentz
transformation. By the superposition of these
time-dependent states, we can construct solutions
having given total momentum. The formulation
and physical interpretation of these states mill be
discussed in a separate paper. '

IV. GROUND STATE IN ONE SPACE AND

ONE TIME DIMENSION

In the classical limit and when c'&0, we know
that the ground state is given by P' =c'. In this
section, we shall investigate the effect of quantum
fluctuations on the stability of the ground state.
We shall compute the energy difference bE(P, }
between a state mith an arbitrary but constant Q,
and "the vacuum" given by Q, =c. As we shall
see, if we ignore the contribution due to the f,4

term in our calculation, the energy density differ-
ence (bE/volume) reduces to the well-known one-
loop effective potential V(4(,)." With the inclusion
of the P,4 term, our result is qualitatively differ-
ent from and is physically more interesting than
the one-loop calculation. To get some physical
insight without involving too much mathematics,
we start with the theory in one space and one
time dimension.

A. Renormalization

We first write down the ground-state energy dif-
ference between a reference state mith a given

P,(x) and the vacuum state with (t(, = c as

bE(unrenormalized) =-E(4(,) E(c}-

(4.1)

In (4.1), &u„(((((,) and ()(„(P,) stand for the nth eigen-
frequency and wave function associated with f,.
This is the unrenormalized energy difference. It
is easy to see that b(E in (4.1}diverges logarith-
mically as high-frequency modes are included.
This is the same kind of divergence as that first
studied by Dashen et al. ' in a semiclassical cal-
culation. They have demonstrated that this kind

of divergence can be removed by a mass, or
equivalently, a c renormalization. It turns out
that a similar renormalization procedure is also
valid in our model in spite of the presence of a Q,

4

quantum-fluctuation term. A sensible energy dif-
ference can be obtained after the c (or mass} re-
normalization.

The renormalized Lagrange function can be writ-
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s'y+g(y' —c')y+By =0. (4 3)

ten as

2= 2(s„y)' 4-g(y' —c')' ——,
' By', (4.2)

where 2BQ' is the mass counterterm. The field
Eq. (3.3) is modified to

simple power counting indicates that the middle
two terms are, at most, logarithmically diver-
gent. This implies that the sum of the middle
terms

M(y, ) = 2 Q[(o„(y,) —(u„(c)]

After separating y into y, and y„and under simi-
lar approximations to those discussed above, we
have

+-,'B dg, '- c'+~,' ) (4.12)

and

s'y, +g(y, ' —c') y, + (3g(y, ')+B) y, =0 (4.4)

s'y, +g(3y,' —c') y, +(3g(y,')+B) y, =0. (4.5)

The constant B is determined by requiring that

y, = c is a static solution (the "abnormal vacuum
state") of (4.4). This leads to

can be made finite after one more subtraction
around y, = c. In Appendix B, we demonstrate
that the middle term actually obeys both M(c) =0,
and 5M/5y, '[e, , =0. Thus, it can be written as
a twice-subtracted form

M(y, ) =M(y, ) -M(c) — dy, ' [y,'(y) —c'],5M(y, )

6y.'(~)

(4.13)

= —3g P I tt.(c)l'.

For a general y, (x)e c, we have

s'y, g(y, ' ~ 3«y, &)y, =O

and

where

«y. '&=-(y, '&,, -&y,'&.,=.

= ply. (y,)l'-Q ly. (c)l'.

(4.6)

(4.'I)

(4.8)

(4 8)

and hence it is already finite. This implies that
&E(ren) is indeed finite. In Sec. 8, we shall work
out a simple example to illustrate both the renor-
malization and the effect of quantum fluctuation.

B. Potential well with (35, = constant

We consider a simple y, (x) which describes a
potential as given in Fig. 1. We choose y, (x) such
that

b
y, (x) =a, a constantec, ~x~& ———,

(4.14a)

and

The g„obey
d2

—(u„'(y, ) —d, +g(3y,' —c'+3«y, ')) y„=0

(4.10)

and the renormalized energy difference is

AE(renormalized)

I. b
y, (x)=c, [x(& 2+ 2, (4.14b)

i& y(x)

where L»1/(gc')' ' represents the width of the
well. We assume further that Q, varies smoothly

+ 2 (d„~ —40q C

+~B CfX &It, X2 —C2++ P 2 — ~ dX

(4.11)

I

I

Lyz

It is easy to see that for f, obeying the boundary
condition y,' c' exponentially as x +~, the first
and the last terms in (4.11) are convergent. A

FIG. 1. The classical field Q, (x) used in computing the
effective potential V (a) .
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rr
I z) & ~L, + y& ) & I

& $1 $y transition region

)x) &)L,

(4.15)

The contribution from the transition region is of
O(1), independent of L, and can be ignored. Also,
for [x[& ,'L, we hav—e p, =c and the contribution
due to Q, and "the vacuum" will cancel each other.
Thus, we have for any integrand E(p, )

from p, =c to p, =a in the transition regions
~L —2& & [ x[ & 2L+ 25, with 5 being a small but
finite length. Under the limit of L-~, b finite,
we find as expected that the contributions due to
these transition regions are negligible.

To evaluate the energy difference, one has to
know how to handle the sum over states n. One

can do this be rewriting the summation over n as
a sum over the discrete bound-state contributions
plus the contribution due to the change of density
of states in the continuum, as explained by Dashen
ef a/. in Ref 5. H. owever, for L»1/(gc')'i', we

can greatly simplify the calculation by appealing
to the additivity of the density of states in the con-
figuration space as we shall explain here. The
argument goes as follows: For L»1/(gc')'~',
the summation over states n can be written as

g[F(P,) —F(c)]

[E(a) —F(c)]
n, Ixt &$g

L —Fa)- L —Fcdk dk

O
2F g 2g

n, l&t (kL,

(4.17)

for both P, =a and P, =c. For large L, the contri-
bution is always proportional to L. This confirms
the assertion that the phase space is additive and
that the contribution from the transition region is
negligible.

As an independent check of our approximation
(4.15) and (4.16), we have also computed the sum
over states by using the method developed in Ref.
5. The direct calculation confirms our result
(4.16).

Using the relation

—E(a) — F—(c)
dk dk
2W g 21l

(4.16)

In (4.16), we have ignored terms of O(1), and used
the relation

(P,'(x))~ = lim iG~(x, x')ly,
x'~x

= lim e
d'k
(2w)' k' -g(3y, ' —c'+Sh(P, '))+ ie ' (4.18)

we have

= lim [iG (x, x')I, —iG (x, x')ly, =,]

d'k
(2w)' k' -g(3$,' —c'+ 3&(P,')) + i e k' —2gc'+ ie

1 2c'
4w Sy,' —c'+3&(g,') ' (4.19)

Equation (4.19) determines &(p, ) self-consistently. This is analogous in spirit to (2.7) and (2.8) which de-
termine (x') self consistently in an anharmonic oscillator. Note that b(p, ') determined from (4.19) is fi-
nite even though (P,')& is logarithmically divergent.

1For [x~& —,L, we have P, =c, and hence

(4.20)S(y,')=0, [x[& ,'L-
For [x)& —,L, we have P, =a, and 4(P,') is a constant specified by (4.19). The numerical solutions for
4(p, ') as a function of p,' and c' can be obtained easily.

Knowing A(P, '), we can compute the renormalised ground state 4E as
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dE(ren) =L (a—' —c') + —,
' P [(d„(a)—(d„(c)]+,'B—L(a'—c'+«Q, '&)-

4 L(«Q, '&)'

=L 4(a —c')'+ f &—( „( ) — „(c)]~ —,'&(a' —c &((',')) —
4 (6((','))' (4.21)

The (divergent) renormalization counterterm B is given by

B = —3g(4,'(c)&

2
-fk(xi-x)

(2v)' k' —2gc'+ i e

dk 1
2n 2(k'+2gc')'~' '

and the energy eigenvalues for tIe), =a and (II), = c are

(d„(a) =[k'+g(3«P, '&+3y,' —c')]')'

and

(d„(c)= (k'+ 2'gc')'i',

(4.22)

(4.23a)

(4.23b)

respectively. Substituting (4.22) and (4.23) into (4.21) and dividing it by L,, we obtain the effective potential
V(a) as the energy density associated with the potential well P, =a:

V a)= &E(ren)

—
4 («p, '&)' (4.24)

It is now easy to see that (4.24) is finite. The expression in the curly brackets is of the form

f(«P, '&+a') -f(c') f'(c')(«p, '&-+a' —c'), (4.25)

which represents the removal of the first two divergent terms of f in the Taylor expansion. It is important
to note that our calculation leads automatically to a Taylor expansion around «Q, '&+ Q,

' = c' rather than
around Q,

' =c'.
Now, we wish to point out the connection of our calculation to the usual one-loop calculation of the effec-

tive potential. If we ignore the effect of quantum fluctuation by setting

«(t), '&-=(Q,'&[& -(Q,'&[,-0 (no quantum fluctuation),

we are led to the one-loop effective potential as

(4.26)

~&y,'&-0

f «)

= —(a —c~) + ~ I
—[[k~+g(3a —c')]' ' —(k +2gc')'~' —~g(a —c')(k'+2gc )

' '}

3GP —c= —(a —c~) + —3(a' —c ) —(3a —c~) ln
4 8m 2c~ (4.27)

When we keep «Q, '& terms in (4.19) and (4.24), we go beyond the one-loop level. In terms of graphs, our
calculation includes all the cactus-type diagrams as given in Fig. 2, and corresponds to a partial sum of
n-loop diagrams for all n. ' Since we obtain our results self-consistently, our model contains features
which can not be achieved from calculations based on a finite order of loops. For instance, V, )..P(a) in
(4.27) is complex for small a. This unphysical result reflects the inadequacy of the one-loop calculation.
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Since loopwise summation can be viewed as a perturbation by orders in 5, it is easy to see that including
contributions up to any finite order will not make the resultant amplitude real. On the other hand, A(P, )
and V(a) determined in (4.19) and (4.24) in our model are finite and real.

In the following, we wish to present our numerical solutions for 4(P,') and V(a} as functions of a and the
renormalization point c. In Fig. 3(a), we plot the numerical solution of b(P,'). With 4(P,') given, V(a}
can be evaluated explicitly from (4.24) as

g
(

2 2p gc 3(~(fa )+a' —c') Sa'+Sb(P, ') —c' Sa'+34(P, ') —c' Sg
(&(Va= —a —c +

The numerical solution to V(a) is given in Figs.
3(b) and 3(c).

Several features of these solutions are worth
mentioning:

(1) P, =0 is always a local minimum of V(Q, ).
(2) P, = c is a stationary point of V(P,). It is a

local minimum for 4nc'&3, and becomes a local
maximum for 4nc' & 3. At 4me' = 3, it becomes a
point of inflection.

(3) The minimum at Q, = c represents the true
ground state for 4wc' & 5.1332, and P, =0 is the
true ground state for 5.1332 & 4mc' & 3. Since, foi
4mc'&3, the stationary point at (t), =c is a local
maximum, it does not make any sense to do per-
turbation around this point. However, a new mini-
mum appears at a different location for P, &c. In
this case, we shall compare the new minimum
with the minimum at P, =0. The position of the
new minimum can be determined by the zero of

distinct minima, it provides two natural mass
scales. The intrinsic coupling strengths mea-
sured by these two different ground-state mass
scales are usually different.

Consider the effective potential around the ab-
normal ground state at P, =c. By expanding the
solution around Q, = c, we have

(4.30)

and

V(P, ) = —,
'

m, '(P, —c)'+O(((I), —c)'),
we have

(4.32)

(4.31)

Introducing a mass parameter around Q, =c by

sV(a) = g(a' —c'}a+Sga&(g, ') . (4.29)
ypg = 2gc 1—

8pt."'+3
The physical meaning of the above results based

on the parameter c is not immediately transparent.
We wish to translate the conclusion in terms of the
physical coupling constant g and the mass. In two-
dimensional (I)' theory, the coupling constant g has
a dimension of mass . Thus, the intrinsic strength
of the coupling should be described by g/mass'.
Since the effective potential in our model has two

, 8wc' —6= 2gf." 8mc'+ 3
(4.33)

The intrinsic strength measured in terms of m, '
ls

g 8m@'+ 3

m, ' 4c2(4wc' —3}
' (4.34)

We find that a large c corresponds to a weak g, .
As 4mc' decreases and approaches 3, g, increases
and approaches infinity. Thus, in terms of g„ the
ground state associated with the classical solution

P, = c represents the true ground state in the weak-
coupling limit. As the intrinsic coupling g, be-
comes stronger, the normal ground state at ft}, =0
can have a lower energy and becomes the true
ground state. The transition occurs at g, =11.957.

It is interesting also to investigate the physical
picture based on the intrinsic strength measured
by the mass defined around $,=0. Near $, =0, we
introduce a mass through

FIG. 2. A typical cactus diagram included in our cal-
culation.

V(+,) = —,mo'p, '+ ~ ~ ~

and obtain, with the help of (4.29),

(4.35)
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V(a)/(g/16 m'')

4
4mc =I

2

4

-2

FIG. 3. Numerical results of the fluctuation function 4(Q, ) and the effective potential V{a) in one space and one time
dimension. The calculations are based on renormalizations at Q, = c. {a) A(Q, ~) vs a /c for 4xc =0, 1, 3, and 6;
{b) V{a) vs a/c for 4mc =3, 4, 5, and 6; {c) V{a) vs a/c for 4mc =1. In this case, a new minimum is developed near
a /c =2.6.

, d'v(a}'
da2 .=0

=g(3&(p, ')I, = o
—c') .

The intrinsic strength measured in m, ' is

(4.36}

m ' 3b,(g ') —c' ' (4.37)

which can be evaluated numerically as a function
of c. According to the numerical calculation, we
find that a large c leads to a large g, . However,
as 4gc' decreases and approaches 3, g, also de-
creases and approaches a limit value 9.045. A

further decrease of 4mc' leads to an increasing g, .
The weak-coupling case of gp &9 045 can not be ob-
tained for any c. This appears to be a rather sur-
prising result. To understand this point, we make
a similar calculation of the effective potential
based on an expansion around $,=0. We find that
for g, & 9.045, the effective potential has only one
minimum located at $, =0. Now, it is obvious why

go&9.045 can never be reached from the expansion
around a minimum at Q, IO. For g, &9.045, a sec-
ond minimum appears and its position is always at
Q,'~3/4w. The second minimum becomes the true
ground state when g, 10.211. The effective poten-
tial as a function of g, is shown in Fig. 4.

In terms of go, it is interesting to see that the
ground state at $,=0 is stable only if the coupling
is relatively weak (i.e. , only if g, ~10.211). It,
too, becomes unstable if the coupling becomes
strong. There is, of course, no contradiction be-
tween these two descriptions. It follows from the
fact that a large g, corresponds to a small g, and
vice versa. " It also suggests that a boson ground
state will always become unstable if the intrinsic
coupling associated with this ground state becomes
too strong. Then, it will jump to an alternative
ground state with a weaker associated intrinsic
coupling strength. "

V. A POSSIBLE GENERALIZATION TO P4 THEORY

IN THREE SPACE DIMENSIONS AND ONE TIME DIMENSION

We now consider the Q4 Lagrange function in
three space dimensions and one time dimension,

g =2(s„@) —~g(p —c ) .
The field equation, the Hamiltonian, and the quan-
tization rules associated with this theory are all
given in Sec. III. It is well known that for a Q4

theory in four dimensions, we need to make, in
addition to the mass renormalization, the coupling-
constant and the wave- function renormalizations
as well. In our approximation developed in the
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FIG. 4. Numerical results of the effective potential in one-dimensional theory at the intrinsic coupling strength
go(=g/~0 ) =0, 5, 10, and 16. The calculations are based on expansion at Q, =0 arith the mass at Q, =0 being m.

@,'+ counterterms - n, (p,o} (5.4)

previous sections, we include only the cactus-type
diagrams in computing the effective potential. With

proper interpretations, the cactus diagrams lead
to both the mass and the coupling- constant renor-
malizations, but they do not lead to any nontrivial
wave-function renormalization. " At the moment,
we do not know whether the cactus diagrams alone
are multiplicatively renormalizable. In the follow-
ing, we shall adapt an alternative method. Using
the one-dimensional theory as a guide, we propose
the following generalization of our model to the
three-dimensional theory:

(1) We assume that the equations for g, and P,
are essentially unmodified [see (4.7) and (4.8)]:

8'4&, +g(4'.' —c')0, + 3g& (4','}tt', = 0, (5 2)

8'0, +g(34,' c')4, +3g&(e-,')0, =0 (5 3)

Equations (5.2) and (5.3) are equivalent to the ap-
proximations

(5.5)P,'+ counterterms —3hg, ') P, .

(2) To obtain a finite h(p, '), we assume that
h(P, ) is given by a doubly subtracted expression:

&(e ) (4 )-(4.*).*.=-—
J.'4 no' o(x)

v=o

= lim iG~(x, x') iGr(x, x')
~
„-,x'"x-

[8'+2gc'+ U(x)]G„(x,x ') = —6'(x —x')

with

(5.7)

U(x) = 3g(4. + &(0,') - c') . (5.8)

G~ also obeys a similar equation for x .
(3) The ground-state energy difference associat-

ed with an arbitrary @, (with $, =0) is

5Gz x,x
6U(y) v=o

(5.6)

where G„ is the Green's function associated with
(5.3) and obeys
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n, E(p,) = dx[-,'(VQ, )'+ 4(Q,
' —c')']

+~ g u„(U}—&u„(U=O} — dy "— U(y} — dyd& " U(y)U(z)6~ y} c=o

2 2 (5.9)

Additional subtractions are made in (5.6) and (5.9)
in order to obtain finite results. These additional
subtractions are put in by hand, and do not corre-
spond to simple counterterms in the I agrange
function. For this reason, the conclusion arrived
at in this section is less reliable than the one-
dimensional result. Note also that the subtractions
in (5.6} and (5.9} are carried out in the Taylor's
expansion of the external potential U(x) [ = 3g(g, '
+ d,($,2) —c')], rather than of the classical field
P,(x) —c.

Once we accept this subtraction scheme, we can

compute the effective potential V(a), and con-
sequently, study the stability of the ground state.
To test the consistency of our subtraction scheme,
we compare our result with the loop expansion.
Just as in the one-dimensional theory, if we sup-
press the quantum-fluctuation term 4(Q, ') in
V(a), we reproduce the one-loop calculation as
given in Ref. 13. This indicates that our sub-
traction scheme is at least consistent with the
standard method at the one-loop level. When the
quantum fluctuations are included, the effective
potential becomes

V(a) =

g. .. , d'k
= —(a' —c')' + — ][k' + 2gc' + 3g(a' + 3 ( P ')- c')] '" —(k' + 2gc')'~' —subtraction terms)4 (2w)'

=
4

(a'-c')' —
4 (n(0, '&)'+

64+ (3a'+3n, (g, '& —c')In

——,
' (a'+ 4(P,') —c')(9a'+ 9&(p,') —5c') (5.10)

where the quantum-fluctuation term is determined self-consistently by

d'k "

(2 } k, 2, 3 (, 4(Q,),)
. —

k, 2, , —subtraction term

g 3a'+ 3A( ') —c'
(3a'+ 3h(Q, ') —c')ln, ' + 3(c'-a' —r (((,')) (5.11}

We can evaluate V(a) and &(Q,') as functions of

g and c' by solving numerically (5.10) and (5.11).
The results are plotted in Fig. 5. These solutions
share many features of the one-dimensional so-
lutions. In particular, as we increase the coupling
strength g, the ground state at P, = c becomes un-
stable and a first-order phase transition occurs
as the coupling constant reaches a critical value
given by g= 62.385.

It is probably worth noting that (5.11) has a
self-consistent solution only in the region where

Q, '=a' is smaller than, or of the same order as,
c'. For Q,

' larger than a certain critical value,

(5.11) no longer possesses a real self-consistent
solution, indicating that our approximation breaks
down in this limit. " At the moment, we do not
know whether the subtraction scheme proposed
here for the three-dimensional theory is faithful
and self-consistent; nor do we know whether it
obeys the multiplicative renormalization. We plan
to investigate these problems in the future.

VI. INTERNAL SYMMETRY

In this section, we shall discuss briefly the
framework through which internal symmetry can
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(6.1)

be introduced into our model. We take an O(n)
symmetry as an example. Consider an O(j»)-in-
variant Lagrange function,

& = 2 (8» 0)' —kg(4' —c')'

Ha= ~n~n+ p +n

d (y' '+2 y,'y~ ' . (6.14)

and making the approximation,

(6.4)

we obtain

(6.5)

and

8 P» + g(y ' —c )Q» + g(( Q ) 6» j + 2 ( Q»»I»j) )Q
j = 0

(6.6)

82'» ~ g(y 26» j + 2y» 4
j c 6j2)y»j

where Q = (Q', »)»', . . . , »P" ) transforms as the funda-
mental n-dimensional representation of the group.
The field equation is

82'» ~ g(ya 2)y» () (6.2)

Separating the field operator Q' into a c-number
and an operator part,

(6.3)

For the ground state, the vacuum expectation
values (Q»(x)Qj(x)) can be determined through

(P,'(x)»)»j(x)) = lim T(P,»(x)P j(x'))
x~~ r

= lim Gj» (x, x'), (6.15)

where G&~ obeys

[6»js2+ g(T»»
~6»j + 2y» yj &26»j)

+ g((y ') 6" + 2(e,'y', ))]G,"(x,«')

=-6"6(x-x'). (6.16)

Thus, there is no conceptual difficulty in com-
puting (»P» Qj), the ground-state energy difference,
the effective potential, etc. However, in prac-
tice, the introduction of internal symmetry will
make the calculation far more involved.

The program of renormalization can be intro-
duced as before. Since it is a straightforward
generalization of results presented in Sec. IV, we
shall not reproduce it here. We leave it as an
exercise for serious readers.

+ u ((Q,')6-»j+ 2(P,'Q', ))(e', =0. (6.~)

Equations (6.7) and (6.8) are direct generalizations
of (3.11) and (3.12). Since (6.8) is linear in the
field operator Q,', we can introduce the creation
and annihilation operators as before,

VII. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have studied the effect of quan-
tum fluctuations on the stability of the vacuum in
a self-interacting boson theory. In both the one-

P»(x) = g [P»*(x}e'+'at +»)»» (x)e»~~'a„], (6.8)

where the c-number (multicomponent) wave func-
tion P„' obeys

[(-K —pr )6»j + g(Q 26»j + 24» Qj —C26»j)

+k((4 ')6" + 2(0,'0j))]») j =0 (6 8)

with the normalization condition

0.5
O.o
0.3
0.2

O. I ajc

n ~Pn $m = 6ffm

The analog of the Hamiltonian (3.24) is

H =H, +H„+H,

with

(6.10)

(6.11)

(6.12)

O. t

-0.2
-0.3

and

H„= (6.13} FIG. 5. Numerical results of the effective potential in
three-dimensional theory with an expansion around Q, =c.
The effective potential becomes complex as a/c is larger
than a critical value. See Ref. 18.
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and the three-dimensional theory, the abnormal
vacuum state becomes unstable as the coupling
becomes stronger. A first-order transition from
the abnormal to the normal vacuum occurs as the
coupling reaches a critical value. One natural
extension of the present work is to study the
stability of the vacuum in the presence of fer-
mions. It is known in certain systems with non-
zero fermion density that the contribution of the
fermions to the ground-state energy is opposite to
that of the bosons. " One might expect that the
same effect may also appear in the vacuum en-
ergy, and hence the presence of fermions should
tend to stabilize the abnormal vacuum. Yan and
the author have investigated this problem and
found that this is indeed the case ~ The details of
the calculation will appear in a separate publica-
tion.

We conclude this paper by listing a few im-
portant questions which remain to be answered.

(1) Can we develop a systematic method of im-
proving the Hartree approximation by including
more and more higher-order quantum-fluctuation
terms'? The method should preserve the varia-
tional principle, and leads to, in principle, an
exact method of evaluating the energies and wave
functions of various systems.

(2) How do we formulate the multiparticle so-

lutions, and describe the scattering phenomena
in our framework'? Since in our model the one-
particle state lives in a self-generated bag, a
description of the multiparticle states should in-
clude the interaction among the bags.

(3) To make contact with the real world, we have
to include fermions, introduce various internal
symmetries, and preserve partial conservation of
axial-vector currents (PCAC). It is well known
that the inclusion of PCAC imposes a serious
challenge to the existing bag models. Does our
model provide a clue to this important questions"
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APPENDIX A: VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE

In this appendix, we show that Eq. (3.11) can be obtained from a variational principle. To establish the
connection, it is convenient to rewrite the energy (3.31) [See also (3.25-(3.28)] as

(A1)

with

C„=2X„+1.
Equation (Al) reduces to (3.31) trivially with the help of (3.14). Now, we have

(A2)

5Z 5E ~ 6E 5(o„~ 5E 5$„(y) ~ 5& ~4„*(y)
&4,(~) ~4.(&) ..„.„~& „&4,(~) ~ 51).(y) 54,(~) ~ ~4.*(y) 54.( )

' (A3)

Using (3.14), (3.1 t), and (3.21), we see that

5E C=—a 1 —2(u dale ' =0,
/co 2 n

n

(A4)

(A5)
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and similarly,

5E
6q„(y)

(A6)
d "- (2ge'+SU)~ („(') =0 (84)

5E
64,(x} 6@,(x}

= —& (t), +g((t), —c )(t), +3g P ~, I 0 I
(t'

or

Jdx[ Id')„/dxl'+ (2gc'+ & U) I y„ I']
fdx I iI„I

(B5)

= —v'y, +g(y, '-c')P, +3g( P,'& 4, . (A7)

]3y differentiation, we f&nd

Thus, the variational result

5E
6y, (x}

(A8)

leads precisely to (3.11) as desired.
The variational principle can be generalized in a

straightforward fashion to include the effects of re-
normalization. The only important modification is
to replace the energy E by the renormalized
energy.

6 8.*(y)
d~iI) /dg+ (2gc2+ d U) ii„(y)

fdx I &„ I

fdx[ Id(I)„/dxl'+ (2gc'+ 6 U) I ii„ I']
I4. y

( fdx I ())„I2)2

dx
I iI„I'

x ——~2+ (2gc'+ 4 U) iI)„(y }—~„' ())„(y }

APPENDIX B: RENORMALIZABILITY IN

ONE SPACE AND ONE TIME DIMENSION

In Sec. IV, we indicate that the energy density
&&((t),) [(t),(x) -c exponentially a,s x- +~] is finite
if

=0

and similarly

~~n 0
64.(y)

(B6)

(B'l }

A4, '}-=P ~„(4,) —P ~.(c)
By chain differentiations and with the help of (B6)
and (B7) we have

+Bfdy Q, (y)' -c'+ Q I P„(Q,) I'
n

—g I c„(c)I' (Bl}

is finite. We also show that M is finite after, at
most, two subtractions. In this Appendix, we wish
to show that both M(P, ') and 6M(g, '}6(t,' vanish at

Thus, M is already twice subtracted, and
hence is finite.

To proceed, we start with Eq. (4.10)

—(d„' ——,+2gc'+ ~U((f „x) P„(x) = 0, (B2)

where

«(4., x}=3g [4. (x) —c ]+ g I N. (@.,x) I'
n

&~n
)) 6y 2(x)

6(()„' 6 ii„(y)
6V.(y) 6e,'( )

64.*(y)
6iI„*(y) 6y, '(x)

6(d„' 64 U((t)„y}
W U 6y,'(x)

5A, U

6~U 6y, '(x} '

Then, (B5) and (B8) imply that

6(() fdy I g„(y) I'[6n U/+, '(x)]
6(t),'(x) 2(d„fdx I (I)„ I'

(B8)

—g ly„(c,x)l' (B3)

Multiplying (B2) by g and integrating over x, we
obtain

(B9)
56 U'

()'))(y) I 6y 2(x)
.

Summing (B9) over n, and noting that Z„l ()')„((t),

=c,y) I' is a constant independent of y, we nave
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= P I 4.(c)l'&
)

dy»(4. , y)
fi sy, x)

dy e.(y)'-c' Q I &.(@.,y) I' —Q I &.(c) I'
fl C n n

2 2
c -c

n

Thus, me find both

M(c') = P ~„(P,) —P ~„(c)+B dy P,(y)' —c'+ g IP„(&f&,)
' —g Iy„(c)l'

n n

=0.
2 2

C

(B10)

(B11)

5M(g, ) 6Q„w„(P,)

+& dy 4.(y)' -"+ Q I O.(e., y)I' g I-t(.(c)I'
C fl tl

In other words, we can rewrite M(Q, ) as the twice-subtracted form

2 2
C

(B12)

M(P, ') =M(Q, ') -M(c') — dy, ' [P,'(y) —c'],

and hence it is finite.
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